
Motorbike Tour in Nepal
https://www.nectravels.com/package/motor-bike-tour-in-nepal/

Nepal motorbike tour is a leading and genuine tour operator from Nepal. We have been organizing around 
50 or more different biking tours in Nepal. We are growing big because of our motto which is “clients safety 
is our first priority”. Our crew members are well experienced riders who will help you in each and every 
corner of your trip.

Nepal is the best place for motorbike tours. It is because Nepal is a country which offers a wide variety of 
landscapes and climates. You can travel from high Himalayas to low land in a single day. Most of the biking 
trails are off roads here in Nepal, which helps the customers have more adventure.

The roads here in Nepal are small, muddy and windy which are more suitable and enjoyable for motorbike 
riders. Most of the travelers who visit Nepal are because of its landscape and natural beauty.

Total distance covered: approx. 1,500 km.

Daily distances: between 50 and 240 km.

Tour Motorcycles: late-model Royal Enfield 500cc singles with electric starters, gearshift on the left, large 
leather saddlebags, front disk brakes.

Insurance: comprehensive, with EUR 500.00 deductible.

Road conditions during Nepal Bike Tour: over 90 percent of the roads are paved and in varying states of 
repair, narrow country lanes and dizzying mountain passes, occasional jungle trails.

Riding skills: you should be confident in handling a motorcycle on paved roads; unpaved sections or rough 
gravelly trails should not be a problem for you.

Accommodations during the motorcycle tour: typical, basic to mid-range hotels, most with excellent 
atmosphere all rooms with bath and WC

Climate in Nepal: mostly sunny, daytime temperatures of 15Â°C to 30Â°C, lows of 10Â°C to 20Â°C, 
depending on weather and altitude. Likelihood of rain: about five percent.

Itinerary

Day Day 01: Arrival Kathmandu - 1300m height & Transfer to Hotel 

After landing in Tribhuvan International Airport at Kathmandu our representative will welcome 
you and will take you to reach your respective hotel. Overnight in Kathmandu

Day Day 02: Kathmandu - Preparation day (B) 



Today we will finish our permit arrangement and also take a short ride around Kathmandu. 
Overnight in Kathmandu.

Day Day 03: Kathmandu – Pokhara - 900m height (B, L) - 200km 5 hrs ride (pitch road) 

After Breakfast drive to Pokhara. It is a 5 hours drive from Kathmandu. Pokhara is an 
amazing spot of characteristic excellence, arranged at an elevation of 900m over the ocean 
level and 210km west of Kathmandu valley. The captivating town has a few delightful lakes 
and offers dazzling all encompassing perspectives on Himalayan pinnacles. The quietness of 
lakes and the heavenliness of the Himalayas ascending behind them make a vibe of 
harmony and enchantment. Registration in lodging. Appreciate strolling along the bank of 
Phewa Lake at night, respecting the shocking impression of the Fish Tail Peak in the blue 
Phewa Lake’s water.

Day Day 04: Pokhara – Kalapani - 2600 m height - 125 km (4hrs ride) (B, L, D) - Pitchand 
Rough 
After breakfast, our  excursion begins heading to Kalapani. It is a wonderful drive from 
Pokhara with heaps of things while in transit to see. When we achieve our goal, we remain in 
a cabin. The Road till Beni is dark finished and afterward rough terrain pursues.

Day Day 05: Kalapani – Jomsom - 2800m elevation - 35km (2-3hrs ride) (B, L, D) - Rough Road 

In spite of the fact that it is a short separation ride, we will have a most bold excursion today 
and will visit the most lovely town named Jomsom where we can get a wide range of 
essential offices for example web, coffee houses, little inns. We will remain in a cabin. In the 
event that we achieve early, at that point we will have an alternative to drive to Dhumbalake-
around 30 minutes, an excellent tranquil lake just underneath the Himalayas.

Day Day 06: Jomsom - Muktinath - 3700 m elevation - 22km (2hrs ride) (B, L, D)- Rough Road 



We begin our drive ahead of schedule around 9 am from Jomsom to Muktinath as after 11 
am there will be a solid breeze which makes it hard to drive. In transit, we may stop at 
Kagbeni – an exceptionally acclaimed spot from a religious perspective and its one of a kind 
area also. From that point we will begin rising to Muktinath. We may additionally drive 
towards Throngla and return. Throngla is a 5500-meter go in Annapurna Circuit trekking-an 
exceptionally celebrated and should see a spot. Come back to Muktinath for the remainder. 
Muktinath Temple is a standout amongst the most vital religious destinations for Hindu and 
Buddhist journeys. It is situated in a lovely spot.

Day Day 07: Muktinath - Tatopani - 1200 m elevation - 70km (3hrs ride) (B, L, D) – Rough 
Road 
From today we will begin plunging towards Pokhara. In spite of the fact that it is a similar way 
to drive yet we will remain in unexpected areas in comparison to last time. Tatopani implies 
high temp water and this spot has a delightful common hot spring where you can wash up as 
long as you need.

Day Day 08: Tatopani - Pokhara – 120km (4 - 5 hrs ride) (B, L) - 20km Rough and 100km Pitch 

Today our most courageous ride arrives at the end at the delightful city Pokhara. You may 
take a visit around lake city Pokhara. There are some excellent touring places. You may 
likewise do Paragliding or zipline or simply unwind in a Hotel or around the delightful lake.

Day Day 09: Pokhara – Chitwan - 150 km (4-5 hrs drive) (B,L,D) 

After breakfast, drive to Chitwan for 4-5 hours. You will see extremely decent landscapes, 
waterways, ranch land, paddy fields, run of the mill houses and way of life of the general 
population while in transit to Chitwan. The whole distance you will slip down along the 
twisting street along the bank of the Trishuli River. Subsequent to registering with the lodging 
and getting invigorated you will be informed about full nature programs by our naturalist 
control. At that point we head on for exercises. There will be a guided town walk and a stroll 
on the bank of the Rapti River to watch the enchanting nightfall seen in the sub-tropical 
wilderness. At night, supper with social programs by ethnic innate individuals with their stick 
move and inborn drums.Medium-term at Chitwan.

Day Day 10: Chitwan 

.
After breakfast on your decision visit to the elephant rearing focus to see infant elephants 
with winged creature viewing at waterway bank, go for Canoe ride along the Rapti River. A 



brilliant open door for fowl viewing and for seeing the 2 uncommon types of crocodiles; the 
Marsh Mugger and the main fish eating Gharial then you will be gone for a genuine nature 
stroll with various sort’s vegetation to see a wide range of kinds of verdures and faunas. 
Before lunch you can take a restful unwind for some time. After lunch go for Jeep safari, a 
great chance to see four various types of deer, rhinoceros, monkeys, panther, sloth bear, 
and the Royal Bengal Tiger. You will likewise experience numerous other littler well evolved 
creatures that have made Chitwan their home. Night Slide introduction: One of our 
wilderness specialists will present foundation information and history of the Chitwan National 
Park just as some different points identifying with untamed life. Medium-term at Chitwan.

Day Day 11: Chitwan - Kathmandu by means of Daman - (5-6 hours drive) (B) 

Come back to Kathmandu by means of Daman which takes an additional 6 hours. Daman is 
a little town, commercial center and a vacation destination in Makwanpur District. Check in at 
a Hotel in Kathmandu and after refreshment take part in shopping and you should stay 
nearby the tourist puts at night.

Day Day 12: Drive Daman to Kathmandu (3-4 hrs). 

After breakfast, we will drive back to Kathmandu . Overnight in Kathmandu.

Day Day 13: Warm Departure 

Around 3 hours before your booked flight a delegate from Nepal motorbike tour will 
exchange you to the airplane terminal for definite takeoff to your nation of origin.


